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Petty cash report xls

This template enables consumers to control the costs that are paid through any small cash or cash float system. Entering the proper transaction details can record all small cash expenses and payments and a small cash report per month is prepared automatically. The monthly report includes a 12-month summary of the expenses by the account and also
counted a lower cash or cash float balance at the end of each monthly period. You can add as many accounts as you need and the report can be moved forward to the later period by the date of the start of the post-reform report. The following sheet supphers include: Data-All small cash expenses and payments on this sheet should be recorded. The report-a
12-month small cash report is automatically compiled on the sheet that is listed on the data sheet and the initial date that is set in cell D2. The report includes 9 default accounts but you can add as many accounts as needed by entering only the appropriate number of new rows, enter the account number &amp; description and copy existing formulas from all
columns with a blue column of light. No other user input is required on this sheet. The journal-this sheet includes a General Laser Journal summary that enables users to easily record the costs of small cash or cash floats in any accounting system. This report is automatically counted based on the journal number listed in cell B4 - the journal number listed in
the cell that should be as the journal number listed in column B when recording transactions on the data sheet. Record small cash transactions all small cash or cash float transactions should be listed on the data sheet. Column user input with a yellow column heading is required while column heading of the column with a light contains formulas that are
copied automatically for all new transactions that are entered. The data sheet includes the following columns: Enter the transaction date-small cash transaction date. Note that all dates should be listed according to the regional history settings that are described in the System Control Panel. Enter Journal No. 1 General Laser Journal Number. This journal
number is used in group transactions with each other to calculate the account of expenses for the purpose of recording small cash expenses in your primary accounting system. The total accounts on the journal sheet are automatically calculated based on the journal number specified in this column. The venture number- If you are using a small cash or cash
float-out slot system, the venture number should be entered in this column. If you do not use the voice system, we recommend that you enter the transaction number in a growing digital order in this column. Supplier- Enter the appropriate supplier name in this column. Reference- Enter a transaction reference in this column that will enable you to trese Cash
transactions in its supporting documents. For example, an invoice number or cash receipt number. Enter a description of the detail transaction that will help you easily determine the nature of the transaction. The amount involved-all small cash expenses should be recorded as negative values and all small cash payments should be recorded as positive
values. This column should include sales tax in all quantities. Select the appropriate account number from the Account-List box. This column will include the list of account numbers and descriptions of all the accounts that are included in the report sheet. Therefore, new accounts will be added to the report sheet before they are available for selection. Select
the tax code of tax code A or B if the transaction is with sales tax and eA tax code if no sales tax is applicable to transaction. Note that the appropriate sales tax percentage should be listed in I1 and I2 at the top of the cells. The amount of sales tax – The formula in this column calculates the amount of sales tax based on the tax code that is selected in the
previous column and is stated in I1 and I2 in sales tax percentage. If the e-sales tax code is selected, the sales tax amount will be zero. Special Amount - Formula Sales Tax amount in this column is counted in the previous column by the amount added to column G. Error Code-Formula in this column displays a error code if incorrect transaction data is
inserted. For more information about the fault codes, refer to the error section of the instructions that may be faced. Note: The list box in the Account Number column contains both account number and account description, but only the appropriate account number should be selected in the allocated transactions. Excel does not actually allow the inclusion of
two columns in a list box, but we have to apply a task around to provide account description with account number. However, due to the implementation of this feature, you will not be able to enter the account number in this column and all account numbers can be selected from the list box in such a way or should be copied from the current, similar transaction.
You may also feel that all cells in the account number column include a error message that means a data verification error-it is expected that we can work around it and ignore it safely. Note: Transactions that pay small cash that are recorded on the data sheet should all be allocated to Column H by selecting this default account from the list box in the default
bank account. The journal number and the voice number for payment of money must always be zero and the supplier, transaction reference and explanation should refer to transaction sofa to all of the payment type. Note: All column titles on statistics Filter selection consists of arrows. This useful feature enables you to filter out transactions that are included
on this sheet according to the requirements. For example, date filter options can be used to display the complete list of transactions that exist between the first and last days of a particular month. The table above the column heading row will include only filtered transactions that are included on the sheet. The error code can result in incorrect input on the
code data sheet of the following error and will be displayed in the error code column and the orange highlighted. The heading of the affected input column will also be highlighted in Orange: E1-This error code means that a positive value has been entered in column G for a small cash transaction or that a negative value has been entered for a payment
transaction. All small cash expenses must be entered as negative values and all payment transactions can be listed as positive values and should be allocated to a pre-set bank account. E2-This error code means that the account number selected in column H is incorrect. All accounts listed on the report sheet will be added to the List box in column H and
therefore the error can be corrected by choosing only one correct account from the list box. New accounts should be developed on the report sheet before it is available for selection. Note: Input errors may result from incorrect small cash calculations and it is necessary to resolve all errors before reviewing the small cash report on the report sheet. Opening
balance is recorded initially need to be recorded by entering an opening balance transaction on the balance data sheet opening small cash or cash float. The date of transaction should be the last date of the month which is teaching the initial template start date which is described in cell D2 on the report sheet. The voice and journal number for this transaction
should be zero; the supplier, reference and explanation refer to the opening balance; the balance of opening the amount should be the amount. The bank account should be selected as account number and The Tax Code of E should be selected from the list box in the tax code column. For example: If you want to include in the small cash report, it's March,
and february 28 should enter as the opening balance transaction on the data sheet. Transaction date should be February 28 and the opening balance amount must be entered into the sum of money included. All opening balances will be automatically counted for later visit after modifying the date that cell D2 starts on the report sheet. Small cash expenditure
is automatically reported on the small cash report sheet that is recorded on the data sheet and contains a specific start date in cell D2 on the report sheet. 9 defaults in the report But you can add additional accounts and customize the already default account number and description. It is also not necessary to use the default account form that contains two
letter codes (indicates the accounts of the statement of income) and 3 digit numbers for the account number. You can define the shape of any account number by simply modifying the number of accounts in column A and entering the appropriate account description in column B. Additional accounts can only be added by inserting a new queue anywhere
above the bank account, entering the new account number in column B and the account description in column B and copying all the formulas in the columns with a light blue column heading. If you want to do so, you can delete accounts but do not need to delete the maintenance accounts, as this could result in a wrong small cash expense report and
balance calculation. If an account has been deleted and entries are allocated to the account, an error code of E2 will be displayed in the error code column and the code will be removed only once when the appropriate transaction is allocated to the correct account. Note: A pre-default bank account refers to the appropriate bank account used to pay for small
cash or cash floats. This default account is included in the template to record small cash payments and calculate the correct small cash balance. The default account should not be modified or deleted otherwise it may result from incorrect small cash balance calculations. Thebank's account should therefore be selected from the list box in column H on the
data sheet to pay the amount to transactions listed on the data sheet for all small cash or cash floats. Note: A pre-set tax account refers to a fair sales tax account in which sales tax should be allocated on all small cash transactions. This account should not be selected in the allocated transactions because sales tax dues are not usually populated by a little
cash or cash float. The reporting period of 12 months that will be included on this report sheet is set based on the initial date listed in cell D2. After determining the initial opening balance, the small cash expense report can move forward to unlimited number of future visites by entering a new start date in cell D2 only. All calculations on the report sheet are
automatically adjusted based on the date. General Laser Journal This template enables users to independently control any small cash or cash float systems independently of the basic accounting system but will also be required to record small cash costs in the primary accounting system. A common laser journal is usually used to record small cash or cash
float costs and therefore we have properly added a journal sheet to facilitate calculation suitablely in an automated manner Entries. The calculations on the journal sheet are automatic and are based on the journal number described in cell B4. The journal number entered in this cell should be the journal number that is entered in column B on the data sheet.
The calculation of journal entries effectively groupall entries on the data sheet that is assigned the same journal number with each other to reflect a total cost account for all these entries. This effectively means that the journal number listed in column B on the data sheet determines which entry is grouped with each other and for the one in which the total
expense account is counted on the journal sheet. After recording the appropriate general laser journal in the basic accounting system, you can return to the journal calculation by simply entering the appropriate journal number in cell B4. Individual transactions that make journal entries on the journal sheet can be entered on the data sheet using the filter
feature and selects only the appropriate journal number. Note: Only the first 20 accounts that will be added to the report sheet will be listed on the journal sheet. If you need more than 20 expense accounts to join your journal entry, just copy the formula to the appropriate number of new rows in one of the existing rows. There is no limit on the number of
additional accounts that you can add to the journal calculation on the journal sheet. In addition to inserting a journal number into cell B4, another user input that is required on the journal sheet is entering the appropriate small cash control and sales tax control accounts in cells A7 and A8. This input is only required if you need to record small cash expenses in
the basic accounting system and account numbers that are used for small cash control and sales tax control accounts in the primary accounting system so input cells should be entered. Cell.
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